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Abstract
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and behavior across many online markets. Entry increases after the policy change and does

so more intensely in markets where more sellers lost certification. The quality distribution of

entrants exhibits fatter tails ex-post and some incumbents increase the quality of their service

to maintain certification. The results inform the design of certification policies in electronic and

other markets.
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1 Introduction

Market institutions have emerged to help mitigate frictions caused by asymmetric information,

including warranties (Grossman (1981)), reliance on past reputation (Shapiro (1983)) and regulated

certification by a trusted institution (Leland (1979)). Online marketplaces employ all three in the

form of buyer protection policies, seller reputation scores, and badges that certify sellers who meet

some minimum quality threshold determined by the marketplace. Examples of such badges are

eBay’s “Top Rated Seller”, Airbnb’s “Superhost”, and Upwork’s “Top Rated” freelancers.

While reducing asymmetric information, certification badges can be barriers to entry for new

entrants who do not have a certifiable track record (Klein and Leffler (1981), Grossman and Horn

(1988)). Marketplaces that use certification badges must therefore understand the ways in which

different certification criteria will impact the perceived quality of sellers both with and without

certification, and in turn, the resulting market structure mix of incumbents and entrants. How will

more stringent certification criteria impact the incentives of new sellers to enter the market? And

how will it change the quality distribution of sellers in the market?

In this paper, we shed light on these questions by analyzing data from eBay, one of the largest

e-commerce marketplace platforms. We exploit a policy change that occurred in 2009 when eBay

replaced the “Powerseller” badge awarded to particularly virtuous sellers with the “eBay Top Rated

Seller” (eTRS) badge that had more stringent requirements and was therefore more selective.

Our empirical analyses are guided by a stylized asymmetric information model. More stringent

certification causes the average quality of both badged and unbadged sellers to increase because

sellers who lose their badge are worse than those who remain badged, but are better than those

who were not badged previously. The change induces more entry both by the highest quality sellers

from increasing their future payoff of a more selective badge, as well as by low quality entrants who

will be pooled with better non-badged sellers. Entry will be less attractive for mid-range quality

sellers after the policy change if obtaining a badge becomes too costly, or may change their behavior

to exert higher effort if they can profitably obtain the more selective badge.

Our model offers predictions on how more stringent certification impacts outcomes within a

single market, as well as differentially across heterogeneous markets. Our identification strategy

exploits the differential impact of the policy change across 400 separate subcategories (markets) of

the eBay marketplace. Through the lens of our model, we assume that the composition of seller

types drives the differential impact because the policy change itself was identical across markets.
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This leads to heterogeneous effects of the policy on the fraction of badged sellers who lose their

badge after the policy change. Indeed, not only do we document a significant drop in the share of

badged sellers at the policy change date, which is what the policy change was designed to do, but

further show that there is substantial heterogeneity of this effect across subcategories.

After the policy change, entry increases more in markets where the fraction of badged sellers fell

relatively more. A 10% larger drop in the fraction of badged sellers results in a 3% increase in entry.

This effect is significant for the first six months after the policy, after which it fades and becomes

insignificant. The average quality of entrants increases significantly after the policy change, and in

contrast to the effect on the number of entrants, this increase persists over time. Importantly, and

consistent with our theoretical framework, we find that the distribution of the entrants’ quality also

changes with the policy and exhibits “fatter tails”. That is, the average quality of entrants is higher

in the upper deciles and lower in the bottom deciles of the quality distribution. It is reassuring

that we find the opposite effect on exits that exhibit thinner tails. We also find that more affected

markets have significantly more entrants with pre-existing certification from other markets, which

points at selection as an important driver of changes in quality.

An increase in quality could also be due to sellers changing their behavior by providing higher

quality. We therefore study the behavior of four exclusive groups of incumbent sellers, depending

on whether or not they had a badge before and after the change in policy. Consistent with our

model, the only incumbents that show a significant change in behavior are those who lose their

badge and, by improving quality provision, manage to re-gain the new badge within three months.

We then study how prices changed for these four different groups of incumbent sellers—with and

without a badge before and after the policy change. The results confirm our model’s predictions:

first, sellers who lost their badge experienced a decrease in the relative price that they receive.

Second, sellers who remained badged after the change, and those who remain unbadged, experienced

higher prices. Third, these changes are more noticeable in more affected markets.

An important identifying assumption is that there are no time-varying heterogeneities across

subcategories that simultaneously affect both changes in the share of badged sellers and changes

in entry. If this assumption were violated by the presence of time persistent serially correlated

subcategory-specific confounders, then our measure of policy exposure should explain differences

in entry patterns in the year prior to the policy change. We therefore perform a placebo test in

the previous years and find no impact, consistent with the exclusion restriction of our econometric

specification. Another potential concern is that mean reversion drives more entry into more affected
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categories. A second placebo test performs our analysis for time periods before the policy change

and finds no significant impact. To account for non-serially correlated confounding factors, we also

perform our analysis controlling for a number of variables that might impact entry or the average

quality of entrants; results remain qualitatively unchanged.

Two additional sets of analyses ensure that our results are robust to different specifications of

the first stage. First, we estimate changes in the share of badged sellers across markets using a

flexible event-study approach. Second, we adopt an instrumental variable approach that combines

the estimates of policy exposure from the simulation and event-study approaches. In particular,

we use the estimated policy exposure from the event-study approach in the second stage and use

the simulated policy exposures as an instrument. This accounts for cases where the actual change

and the simulated change in the share of badged sellers are different. If markets differ in other

dimensions, like how easy it is for sellers who lose their badges to quickly regain them, we would

expect that impacts on entry would be smaller in a market where the predicted reduction in badged

sellers did not actually occur. The results are qualitatively similar to those in our main specification.

Our results help guide the design of certification mechanisms in electronic markets, where a

host of performance measures can be used to set certification requirements and increase buyers’

trust in the marketplace. They may also offer useful insights for other markets with high levels

of asymmetric information where certification is ubiquitous, from financial markets where credit

ratings are used to obtain the “investment grade” badge, to many final and intermediate goods

markets where labelling institutions certify various forms of quality, to public procurement markets

where regulatory certification can significantly change the competitive environment and reduce the

costs of public services.1 According to our findings, if a platform (or a large procurer/buyer) is

concerned about too much bunching in the middle of the quality range, while there are two few

high and low quality sellers, it should increase the stringency of the certifying badge to stimulate

entry at the tails of the quality distribution (and vice versa).

Our paper joins a growing literature that uses rich online data to understand how to alleviate

asymmetric information in markets. The closest papers to ours are Elfenbein et al. (2015), Klein

et al. (2016), and Hui et al. (2018), which also used eBay data to study the effects of different

information policies on market structure. Elfenbein et al. (2015) studied the value of a certification

1For example, concerns have been expressed by several prominent U.S. senators and the EU that the extensive use
of past performance information for selecting federal contractors could hinder the ability of new or small businesses to
enter public procurement markets. The debate led the General Accountability Office to study dozens of procurement
decisions across multiple government agencies, but the resulting report, (GAO-12-102R), was rather inconclusive
(see further discussions in Butler et al. (2013)).
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badge across different markets and showed that certification provides more value when the number

of certified sellers is low and when markets are more competitive. They did not study the impact of

certification on the dynamics of entry and changes in market structure. Klein et al. (2016) and Hui

et al. (2018) exploited a different policy change on eBay after which sellers could no longer leave

negative feedback for buyers, making it easier for buyers to leave negative feedback. Both studies

found an improvement in buyers’ experience after the policy change. Using scraped data, Klein et

al. (2016) cleverly take advantage of the evolution of both the public feedback and the anonymous

feedback of Detailed Seller Ratings to show that the improvement in transaction quality is not

due to exits from low-quality sellers. Using internal data from eBay, Hui et al. (2018) complement

Klein et al. (2016) and investigate changes in the size of incumbents. They show that although

low-quality sellers do not exit after the policy change, their size shrinks dramatically, accounting

for 49%–77% of the quality improvement. In contrast with these three papers, our paper explicitly

studies the impact of certification on the dynamics of entry and the changes in market structure,

as well as the quality provided by entrants and incumbents before and after the change.

A related literature analyzes the effects of changes in eBay’s feedback mechanisms on price and

quality (e.g. Klein et al. (2016), Hui et al. (2016), and Nosko and Tadelis (2015)). Consistent

with these papers, we found that sellers who were badged both before and after the policy change

were of higher quality than sellers who were badged before but not after the change. Our paper

also broadly relates to the literature that ties reputation, certification, and transparency to sales

performance, including empirical papers such as Cabral and Hortacsu (2010), Hui et al. (2016) and

Fan et al. (2016).2 Last, our analyses are related to the empirical literature on adverse selection

and moral hazard, e.g., Greenstone et al. (2006), Einav et al. (2013) and Bajari et al. (2014).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follow. Section 2 provides details about the platform

and the policy change while Section 3 analyzes a stylized theoretical model that illustrates how the

policy change affects entry and quality choices. Section 4 describes our data and Section 5 discusses

our empirical strategy. Our results appear in Section 6, Section 7 deals with endogeneity concerns

and offers several robustness tests, while Section 8 concludes the paper.

2See also Bajari and Hortacsu (2004), Dranove and Jin (2010), Cabral (2012), and Tadelis (2016) for surveys and
Avery et al. (1999), Jullien and Park (2014), Stahl and Strausz (2017), and Hopenhayn and Saeedi (2018) for related
theoretical papers.
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2 Background and Policy Change

eBay is known for its well-studied feedback rating system in which sellers and buyers could rate one

another with positive, negative, or neutral feedback. eBay later introduced “detailed seller ratings,”

in which buyers give sellers an anonymous rating between 1 and 5 stars along four dimensions

(item as described; communication; shipping rate; and shipping speed). To combat concerns that

retaliation deters buyers from leaving honest negative feedback, in 2008 eBay made the feedback

rating asymmetric so that sellers could only leave positive or no feedback for buyers.

In addition to user-generated feedback, eBay started certifying who it deemed to be the highest-

quality sellers by awarding them the “Powerseller” badge. To qualify for the Powerseller program,

a seller needed to sell at least 100 items or at least $1000 worth of items every month for three

consecutive months. The seller also needed to maintain at least 98% of positive feedback and 4.6

out of 5.0 detailed seller ratings. Finally, a seller had to be registered with eBay for at least 90

days. The main benefit of being a Powerseller was receiving discounts on shipping fees of up to

35.6%. There were different levels of Powersellers depending on the number and value of annual

sales, but all Powersellers enjoyed the same direct benefits from eBay. An indirect benefit of the

Powerseller badge was the salience of the badged suggesting that the seller is of higher quality.

eBay revised its certification requirements and introduced the “eBay Top Rated Seller” (eTRS)

badge, which was announced in July 2009 and became effective in September 2009. To qualify as

eTRS, a seller must surpass the Powerseller status by additionally having at least 100 transactions

and selling at least $3,000 worth of items over the previous 12 months, and must have less than

0.5% or 2 transactions with low DSRs (1 or 2 stars), and low dispute rates from buyers (less than

0.5% or 2 complaints from buyers).3 The information on dispute rates, only available to eBay, was

not used before. It is also important to note that after the introduction of eTRS, sellers can still

obtain the Powerseller status but it is no longer displayed as a badge for buyers to observe.

Obtaining the eTRS badge was harder than obtaining the Powerseller badge, but also bestowed

greater benefits. Top Rated Sellers received a 20% discount on their final value fee (a percent of the

transaction price) and had their listings positioned higher on eBay’s “Best Match” search results

3A Senior Director involved in the change explained that there were two main reasons for the change: First, the
Powerseller program rewarded sellers with higher discounts on their final value fees based on their sales volume,
paying less attention to their performance, which created an incentive for sellers to sell more, sometimes at the cost
of the experience they were delivering. Second, buyers perceived the Powerseller badge to mean eBay endorsed the
seller. This skewed purchasing towards Powersellers, who already had a pricing advantage over non-Powersellers due
to the discounts, but had little incentive to deliver great service. The Top-Rated badge introduced more stringent
performance requirements to obtain discounts by using maximum thresholds of low DSRs and dispute rates.
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page, which is the default sorting order, resulting in more sales. Finally, the eTRS badge appears

one seller’s listings, signaling the seller’s superior quality to all potential buyers.

Besides the change in the certification policy, two other simultaneous policy changes occurred

on eBay.4 The first introduces easier selling procedures, including faster process for unpaid items,

removing buyer feedback if its dispute had been resolved, easier management of buyer messages,

and more. The changes apply across all categories, and are controlled for in our DiD approach.

The second is a change in the search ranking algorithm, mainly that (i) ranking became based

on sales per impression instead of sales; (ii) the title’s relevance was enhanced; and (iii) top rated

sellers were promoted in the default search ranking algorithm. The first two changes are controlled

for with our DiD approach. For the last change, we include the share of badged sellers in our DiD

approach, and still obtain similar results, which are reported in Table 7.5

3 Certification and Entry: A Simple Model

We present a simple model that incorporates both hidden information (adverse selection) and

hidden action (moral hazard) in the spirit of Diamond (1989). The model generates comparative

statics that offer a series of testable implications, and clarifies the assumptions needed to empirically

identify the effect of a more stringent certification on market outcomes.

Supply: Consider a market with a continuum of sellers. Each seller can produce one unit

of output with zero marginal costs and fixed costs k ∈ [0,∞), independently distributed with

the continuous and strictly increasing cumulative distribution function G(k), with G(0) = 0 and

G(∞) = 1. There are three types of sellers: a measure µ` of “low-quality” sellers, indexed by `,

who can only produce low quality L; a measure µh of “high-quality” sellers, indexed by h, who can

only produce high-quality H; and a measure µs of strategic sellers, indexed by s, who can each

choose whether to exert extra effort at a cost e and produce high quality H, or whether to shirk

at no cost and produce medium quality M , where H > M > L > 0. The cost of effort e ∈ [0,∞)

is independently distributed across all s-type sellers with the continuous and strictly increasing

cumulative distribution function F (e), with F (0) = 0 and F (∞) = 1. Hence, s-type sellers have

two dimensions of cost heterogeneity, (k, e), while `- and h-type sellers only differ across k.6

4https://pages.ebay.com/co/es-co/sell/July2009Update/faq/index.html#2-1 (accessed on 10/30/2018).
5Ideally we would want to control for the number of times a listing has been shown to buyers in the search result

page. However, as of 2018, eBay only stores that data from 2011.
6We can alternatively assume that strategic types who do not exert effort will have a baseline quality L instead of

M . They can then increase their quality to M by paying the cost e, or increase their quality to H by paying a higher
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Demand: Each of a continuum of buyers demands one unit of a good and is willing to pay

up to the expected quality of the good. To simplify, we assume that the buyers are on the “long

side” of the market so that market clearing prices leave buyers with no surplus and the price of

each good will be equal to its expected quality.

Information: Buyers cannot observe the quality of any given seller. A marketplace regulator

can, however, produce an observable “badge” B ∈ {M,H} that credibly signals if a seller’s quality

is at least at the threshold B. Given a badge B, let
¯
vB denote the expected quality of sellers who

are below the badge threshold and let v̄B denote the expected quality of sellers who are at or above

the badge threshold. Then, if a positive measure of sellers of all types are in the market, then

v̄H = H and M >
¯
vH > L, whereas H > v̄M > M and

¯
vM = L.

Equilibrium: Let µθB denote the measure of type θ sellers that enter a market with badge

B. Let π denote the fraction of active s-type sellers who choose to exert effort. An equilibrium

for threshold B ∈ {M,L} consists of (i) a pair of prices
¯
pB and p̄B, (ii) measures of each type

of sellers, µθB, and (iii) the proportion of s-type sellers who enter and work, π, such that prices

equal expected qualities, which in turn are consistent with Bayes rule given the measures of sellers

of each type above and below the threshold, and that all sellers are best responding to prices.

We are interested in the comparative statics of making the badge more restrictive by switching

from B = M to B = H so that higher-quality is needed to obtain a badge.

3.1 Lax Badge: B = M

Because B = M , all s-types qualify to be badged whether they choose to exert effort or not. Since

prices depend only on the badge, there are no returns to effort while the cost of effort is positive

for all s-types. The following observation is straightforward:

Lemma 1. All s-types choose to shirk when B = M .

The equilibrium when B = M is therefore characterized as follows:

1. prices: p̄M = v̄M = µsM+µhH
µs+µh

, and
¯
pM =

¯
vM = L,

2. entry: µ`M = G(L)µ`, µsM = G(v̄M )µs and µhM = G(v̄M )µh,

3. behavior: All s-types who enter choose to shirk.

cost e′ > e. Results remain mostly the same except for the prediction that prices increase for unbadged sellers. In
this case the price remains the same for unbadged sellers before and after the policy change.
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That is, p̄M is equal to the expected quality given the weights of the s- and h-types in the

population because G(·) is i.i.d. across all types, both s- and h-types receive the same price, and

have the same zero-profit condition. The measure of sellers who enter are determined by those who

can cover their fixed costs given the two equilibrium prices.

3.2 Stringent Badge: B = H

When B = H, s-type sellers will be badged if and only if they choose to exert effort.

Lemma 2. 1 > π > 0 in any equilibrium with B = H.

Proof. Because G(·) is continuous and increasing on [0,∞), and G(0) = 0, a positive measure of

all types will enter the market. This implies that in any equilibrium with B = H, v̄H = H and

M >
¯
vH > L, resulting in p̄H >

¯
pH . In turn, because both F (·) and G(·) are continuous and

increasing on [0,∞), and G(0) = F (0) = 0, it follows that a positive measure of s-types will prefer

to enter, exert effort and be badged over not being badged. Finally, because the support of F (·) is

unbounded, and because p̄H −
¯
pH is bounded, then not all s-types who enter will exert effort.

Figure 1: Equilibrium when B = H

To characterize the equilibrium when B = H, it is illustrative to graphically describe the

structure of any equilibrium as shown in Figure 1. The right panel shows the two-dimensional

cost-space of s-type sellers who have both entry costs k and effort costs e. Because p̄H = H, any

s-type with k > H cannot earn positive profits and will exit. Similarly, any s-type with k <
¯
pH
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can enter and earn
¯
pH − k > 0 by shirking. For these entrants, the benefit from working outweighs

the cost of working if and only if H −
¯
pH > e. Finally, for those with fixed costs H > k >

¯
pH , if

k + e < H then they prefer to enter and work over exit (shirking yields negative profits), while if

k + e > H then they prefer to exit. This observation helps characterize equilibrium as follows:

Proposition 1. When B = H there exists an equilibrium with p̄H = H and M >
¯
pH > L.

Proof. Market prices determine entry and each s-type’s choice to work. By construction, p̄H = H.

Consider the lowest possible unbadged price,
¯
pH = L. Because L > 0, a proportion G(L) of `- and

s-types with fixed costs k < L will enter, of which a proportion π = F (H −L) of s-types will work

and obtain a badge, and the remainder will shirk and produce quality M . But because a positive

measure G(L)(1 − F (H − L)) of s-types enter and are unbadged, it follows that
¯
vH >

¯
pH = L,

so this cannot be an equilibrium. Define
¯
vH(

¯
pH) as the unbadged quality that would be obtained

following an unbadged price
¯
pH and in which all sellers act optimally. We can explicitly write the

function
¯
vH(

¯
pH) for any M >

¯
pH > L as follows:

¯
vH(

¯
pH) =

µ`G(
¯
pH)L+ µsG(

¯
pH)(1− F (H −

¯
pH))M

µ`G(
¯
pH) + µsG(

¯
pH)(1− F (H −

¯
pH))

As established above,
¯
vH(L) > L, and

¯
vH(M) < M because both shirking s-types and `-types

will enter and be unbadged. Because both G(·) and F (·) are continuous, the function
¯
vH(

¯
pH) is

continuous, and must cross the 45-degrees line at least once. Hence, an equilibrium exists.

The left panel of Figure 1 illustrates the logic of Proposition 1. The upshot from the description

of equilibria above is that any equilibrium B = H will satisfy the following:7

1. prices: p̄H = v̄H = H, and
¯
pH =

¯
vH ∈ (L,M),

2. entry: µ`H = G(
¯
vH)µ`, µsH = G(

¯
vH)µs+

∫ H
¯
pH

∫ H−k
H−

¯
pH
dG(x)dF (y)dxdy, and µhH = G(H)µH ,

3. behavior: Some s-types who enter choose to work and some to shirk. The measure of s-types

who shirk is G(
¯
vH)(1− F (H −

¯
pH))µs.

Note that there may potentially be more than one equilibrium, and conditions on G(·) and F (·)

can be described to guarantee uniqueness, yet this is not a concern given our interest in comparing

any equilibrium with B = H to the unique equilibrium with B = M .

7The double integral represents the s-types who enter with
¯
pH < k < H and for whom e+ k < H so they prefer

to enter and work over exiting or entering and shirking.
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3.3 Comparative Statics

The aggregate entry and entrants’ quality may either increase or decrease with a more stringent

badge (B = H instead of B = M), depending on the shape of the types distribution functions G(·)

and F (·). However, the following five corollaries follow immediately from comparing prices across

the two equilibria and lead to testable empirical predictions.

Corollary 1.
¯
pH < p̄M .

Hence, s-types who lose their badge are hurt by facing a lower price, and those with high enough

entry and effort costs will not enter after the change.

Corollary 2.
¯
pH >

¯
pM and p̄H > p̄M .

p̄H > p̄M follows from the definition of a more stringent badge, and
¯
pH >

¯
pM because unbadged

sellers now include both qualities L and M , which leads to a higher average quality than just L.

Corollary 3. Entry increases for ` and h-types and decreases for s-types.

This Corollary follows directly from Corollaries 1 and 2, which together imply that the distri-

bution of entrants will have “fatter tails” after the more stringent badge is implemented.

Corollary 4. s-types who retain their badge will increase quality and produce H instead of M .

This follows immediately from the fact that all badged s-types shirk when B = M while they

must work when B = H.

Corollary 5. Let market A have measure µAs and let market B have measure µBs > µAs , fixing the

other measures of `- and h-types across the markets. If both markets experience a change of badge

from lax to stringent, then more entry of h-types will occur in market B.

This result follows from the fact that, fixing the measure of h-types, an increase in s-types

means a lower price p̄M in market B. This in turn implies that when the badge becomes stringent,

and p̄H = H in both markets, then the badged-price increases more in market B, and hence there

will be more entry of both h-types, as well as s-types who choose to work.

This last corollary is critical in generating the main comparative static that guides our empirical

analysis. Naturally, when there are more s-types in a market, then more sellers will necessarily

lose their badge after an increase in stringency. Hence, if a policy change occurs, then one can

infer that market B had a higher measure of s-types than market A if a larger fraction of sellers
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lose their badge in market B. Hence, if a policy change is implemented simultaneously in many

markets, then corollary 4 implies that in those markets that lost a higher fraction of badged sellers,

the impact on the tails of the distribution of entry will be larger, an insight we take to our data.

It is worth noting that instead of only three discrete quality levels and two badge levels we

explored a more elaborate model with a continuum of baseline quality-types where each type can

increase quality by exerting effort, and the badge can be set at any level of quality in the interior

of the type-range. The results are similar though the analysis is more involved and distracts from

the key economic forces at play. Namely, by increasing the selectivity of the badge, the distribution

of types above and below the badge changes in ways that increase average quality for both groups,

and this in turn impacts incentives to work as well as incentives to enter. The heterogeneity across

markets for Corollary 4 would result from heterogenous distributions of types in a similar manner.

The model we use is, in our view, the most parsimonious and easy to follow.

We now summarize the main empirical predictions of our model that we take to the data: (i) The

quality distribution of entrant sellers exhibits fatter tails, and conversely, the quality distribution

of incumbent sellers who exit has thinner tails; (ii) Perceived quality and prices increase for both

badged and unbadged sellers; (iii) Incumbents who would lose their badge but instead retain it

must increase their quality; and (iv) across markets, in a market with more s-types, there will be

a larger impact on the tails of the quality distribution of entrants (and exiting incumbents).

4 Data

We use proprietary data from eBay that include detailed characteristics on product attributes,

listing features, buyer history, and seller feedback. Our data cover the period from October 2008

to September 2010, which include all listing and transaction data in the year before and the year

after the policy change. An important feature of our data is information on product subcategories

cataloged by eBay. There are about 400 subcategories (which we also call markets), such as Lamps

and Lighting, Beads and Jewelry Making, Video Game Memorabilia, Digital Cameras, and others.

A subcategory is the finest level of eBay’s catalog that includes all listings on the site.

It is hard to observe a firm’s entry date before it has made a sale or reached a certain size. In

our detailed data, however, we observe a seller’s first listing in different subcategories on eBay. We

treat this date as a seller’s entry date into the subcategory. Additionally, we observe the number

of incumbents in any month in each subcategory. This allows us to compute a normalized number
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of entrants across subcategories, which we call the entrant ratio.

Finally, the use of internal data allows us to construct a quality measure that is not observed

publicly. Every seller has a reputation score and percent-positive (PP) on eBay, the latter being

the number of positive ratings divided by the total number of ratings. Nosko and Tadelis (2015)

demonstrate the extreme skewness of PP (the mean is 99.3% and the median is 100%), a finding

consistent with others who documented biases in reviews (Zervas et al., 2015; Luca, 2011; Fradkin

et al., 2017). Nosko and Tadelis (2015) construct a measure they call “Effective Percentage Posi-

tive” (EPP), which is the number of positive feedback transactions divided by the number of total

transactions and show that EPP contains much more information on a seller’s quality than con-

ventional feedback and reputation scores. We follow their approach to compute each seller’s EPP

and use it as a measure of quality. We construct a seller’s EPP using the number of transactions

and the number of positive feedback in the first year of entry, conditional on the entrant’s survival

in the second year (selling at least one item in both the first and second years after entry). The

conditioning is intended to eliminate the survival effect from the quality effect.8

5 Empirical Strategy

The policy change described in section 2 offers a quasi-experiment, and Figure 2 clearly shows that

the policy change caused a significant decrease in the share and number of badged sellers. The

average share of badged sellers dropped from around 10% during the year before the change to

about 4% right after the change, with a gradual re-adjustment taking place in the following year.

We take advantage of the fact that a “one size fits all” policy change was implemented across

heterogeneous markets, each having its own distribution of sellers as modeled in Section 3. Our

goal is to create treatment and control groups using variations in policy exposure across different

markets on eBay. Consider two such markets; after the policy change, one market loses a larger

fraction of its badged sellers than the other. Through the lens of the model and Corollary 4,

variation in the intensity of how many sellers lose their badge is an indication of how many s-type

sellers there are. It follows that a market with a larger drop in the share of badged sellers should

exhibit a larger change in outcome variables. We assume that this variation is exogenous to other

aspects of a market aside from the distribution of types and test this assumption with different

8We have also tried alternative variations of EPP with different time intervals and without conditioning on survival
of sellers; the results are reported in the online appendix and show similar patterns.
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Figure 2: Share of Badged Sellers

Notes: Average monthly share of badged sellers on eBay. The vertical line indicates the policy change after
which it was harder for a seller to obtain a badge. All the averages are statistically different from each other
at the 1% level.

measures of policy exposure in the online appendix as well as using a placebo test.9

To measure the policy exposure across markets, our first stage is to use the new criteria of a

badge to simulate the percentage drop in the share of badged sellers. In particular, we apply the

new certification requirements on badged sellers in the month before the policy change and compute

the drop in number of badged sellers divided by the total number of badged sellers.10

The horizontal bars in Figure 3 are the ex-ante measure of policy exposure, which is the sim-

ulated percentage drop in the share of badged sellers across markets. The figure shows that the

decrease in the share of badged sellers after the policy change varies dramatically across markets,

from under 10% to as much as 50%.

Our main identification strategy exploits the variability in policy exposure in different markets

induced by the policy change using a continuous difference-in-difference (DiD) approach. In partic-

ular, we estimate the policy impact by comparing the changes in the number and quality of entrants

in markets that are more affected by the policy change to those in markets that are less affected

over the same time period. This DiD approach is continuous in the sense that the “treatments”

(i.e., policy impacts on the share of badged sellers across markets) take continuous values between

9A similar approached is used in Mian and Sufi (2012).
10We establish the robustness of our results by using other measures of the policy exposure and report the results

in the online appendix. In particular, we tried 1) immediate change in share of badged sellers using data from the
week before and the week after the policy change, 2) estimating the change using an event study in the one, three,
and six months before the policy change, 3) using the drop in the number of badged sellers instead of shares, and
4) using the percentiles of measures of policy exposure across subcategories. Note that our preferred measure is
based on the simulation approach because it is an ex-ante measure of the policy exposure. In particular, in the event
study approaches, the change is estimated based on the share of badged sellers after the policy, which itself may
endogenously depend on changes in entry due to the policy change.
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Figure 3: Policy Exposure in Different Subcategories

Notes: Policy exposure is the percentage drop in badged sellers caused by the policy in different subcategories
on eBay. There are about 400 subcategories, of which the labels on the left are some examples.

0 and 1. The DiD specification is given as,

Yct = γβ̂cPolicy + µc + ξt + εct, (1)

where Yct’s are the outcome variables of interest in subcategory c in month t (e.g., quality, or entry);

β̂c is the simulated policy impact on the share of badged sellers from our first stage shown in Figure

3; Policy is a dummy variable that equals to 1 after the policy change; µc are subcategory fixed

effects; ξt are month fixed effects; and εct are error terms.

Our coefficient of interest is γ, which indicates the percentage change in the outcome variable

as a result of variations in the share of badged sellers due to the policy change. Specifically,

a statistically significant positive γ̂ means that a larger decrease in the share of badged sellers

increases the outcome variable. Possible endogeneity issues are addressed in Section 7.

The DiD approach controls for time-invariant differences in the variables of interest across

subcategories; for example, the entrant ratio in the Clothing market is higher than that in the

Antiques market. The approach also controls for differences in the entrant ratio over time, for

example, changes in the overall popularity of selling on eBay over time. As in most DiD approaches,

our key identification assumption for a causal interpretation of γ̂ is that time-varying unobserved

errors do not systematically correlate with β̂c and Yct simultaneously. We provide a robustness test

of this identification assumption in Table 6 in Section 7.

Note that there are two kinds of entrants: new sellers on eBay (13.3%) and existing sellers
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Figure 4: Market Structure and Entry

Notes: Correlation between the percentile of entrant ratio and the percentile of share of badged sellers across
subcategories in each month. The entrant ratio is defined as the number of entrants in month t divided by
the number of sellers in month t− 1. The percentiles of both variables are defined across subcategories.

who are “laterally” entering new markets (86.7%). Our theoretical framework implies that these

two kinds of entry may behave differently if they differ in their entry costs, which is a reasonable

assumption since new sellers need to learn more about how eBay operates. In our main analyses

we treat both new sellers on eBay and existing sellers entering new markets as entry. In Section

7.5, we repeat our analyses for the two sets of entrants separately and show that though results are

similar for the two subgroups, they are consistent with new sellers having higher entry costs.

6 Results

We first present some descriptive statistics of the effects of the policy change on the average rates

of entry and quality provided by the entrants, for which our model does not offer sharp predictions,

followed by empirical tests of our model’s predictions.

6.1 Descriptive Statistics: Entry Rate and Average Quality of Entrants

Our model does not restrict the sign of the change in the total number of entrants, or their average

quality, as these depend on the shape of the distributions of types and entry costs. We now show

that the heterogeneity in policy impact has meaningful implications for these measures of entry.

To normalize across subcategories, we define the entrant ratio to be the number of entrants in

month t divided by the number of sellers in month t− 1 in that subcategory. We then compute the

percentiles of the entrant ration and the share of badged sellers across subcategories and plot their
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Table 1: Policy Impact on Rate and Quality of Entrants

Panel A. Entrant Ratio
(1) (2) (3)

+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12
Estimate 0.124*** 0.066*** 0.010

(0.021) (0.016) (0.032)
R2 0.911 0.888 0.685

Panel B. EPP Conditional on Survival in the Second Year
+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12

Estimate 0.064*** 0.039*** 0.043***
(0.019) (0.014) (0.016)

R2 0.771 0.728 0.699

Notes: The regressions are at the subcategory-month levels.

*** indicates significance at p ≤ 0.01; ** p ≤ 0.05; * p ≤ 0.10.

correlation. Figure 4 shows that there is a negative correlation between the entrant ratio and the

share of badged sellers across markets, i.e., markets with relatively more badged sellers had smaller

entrant ratios. This correlation becomes more negative after the policy change, marked by the

vertical line, implying that the policy change affected the entry pattern in different subcategories,

and that the magnitude of this effect is correlated with changes in the share of badged sellers.

Table 1 reports γ̂ from regression (1) for entry rate and quality of entrants. Recall that a

positive γ means that the increase in the outcome variable is larger in more impacted markets,

i.e., a larger drop in the share of badged sellers. In Panel A of Table 1, column 1 shows that the

entrant ratio is higher in markets that are more affected, using data from three months before and

after the policy change (June 20–September 19 and September 20–December 19 in 2008). A 10%

larger decrease in the share of badged sellers leads to 1.2% more entrants. The estimate in column

2 is less negative when we use data from six months before and after the policy change. In column

3, we study the impact seven to twelve months after the policy change (relative to the six months

before the policy change), where the estimate is even smaller and is not statistically significant.11

To understand the distributional impact of the policy change on the number of entrants, Figure

5a plots two time series, monthly average (normalized) number of entrants and monthly average

share of badged sellers, in the markets that are most affected (top quintile of βc) and least affected

(bottom quintile of βc), respectively. In the top quintile, the share of badged sellers decreases from

about 35% to less than 15% right after the policy change, whereas in the bottom quintile, the

11We do not include longer time periods because eBay introduced eBay Buyer Protection in September 2010.
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Figure 5: Distributional Policy Impact on Entrants

(a) Distributional Policy Impact on Number of Entrants

(b) Distributional Policy Impact on EPP

Notes: The vertical axis on the right shows the average monthly share of badged sellers, and the one on
the left shows the average monthly normalized number of entrants, average monthly EPP, and average
normalized number of transactions, respectively. The number of entrants in the six-month period before the
policy change is normalized to 100. The number of transactions in the six month months before the policy
change is normalized to 100.

share of badged sellers decreases from about 15% to 5%. On the other hand, the average monthly

number of entrants in the top quintile increases by about 25%, whereas there is no obvious change

in the number of entrants for the bottom quintile. This suggests that the policy effect on entry

comes mainly from markets that were heavily affected. We show the robustness of these results by

considering the top and bottom deciles of βc in Figure 10.

Positive coefficients in Panel B in Table 1 show that there is an increase in the average quality

of entrants in the more affected subcategories after the policy change. For a market with a 10%

larger drop in share of badged sellers, the policy effect goes from 0.64% to 0.39% as we expand the
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window length from six (+/− 3) to twelve (+/− 6) months. Column 3 shows that the increase in

EPP persists from the seventh to the twelfth month after the policy change, suggesting that the

policy impact on entrants’ quality is persistent over a longer time period.

To study the distributional impact, Figure 5b shows the average EPP for entrants in the top

and bottom quintiles of the affected markets. Note that EPP is decreasing on eBay over time

because buyers are less likely to leave feedback in general, but the average EPP is higher for the

top quintile of the affected markets compared to the bottom quintile.12

6.2 Quality Distribution of Entrants: Fatter Tails

Two clear predictions of our theoretical model relate to “fatter tails”, which correspond to the

first (within-market fatter tails) and fourth (across-market fatter tails) empirical predictions of the

model (see the last paragraph of Section 3). The intuition for testing these is shown in Figure 6.

Consider two distributions of entrants’ EPP scores in the first year after their entry, H and K, the

latter having fatter tails. Begin by partitioning entrants into deciles based on their EPP scores.

Denote the average quality of the top decile of H by H10 and of K by K10, and similarly denote

he average quality of the bottom decile of H by H1 and of K by K1. Since K has fatter tails it

follows that H10 < K10 and H1 > K1. These differences will be smaller for less extreme deciles and

will all but disappear for the middle deciles.

To test for within-market changes in the distribution we rely on an event study approach to

estimate the policy effect on EPP for each market, while to test for across-market changes in the

distribution we perform our DiD specification for different deciles. Both approaches are explained

in more detail below. For both specifications, a positive coefficient for the top deciles indicates that

average entrant quality is higher after the policy change, and that average entrant quality is higher

after the policy in markets with higher policy exposure, respectively. Similarly, a negative estimate

for the bottom deciles will confirm the hypotheses for the bottom tail.

Figure 7 plots the change in first-year EPP for entrants of different quality deciles. For consis-

tency, we condition the EPP calculation on an entrant’s survival in the second year. Entrants are

counted every two months and we restrict attention to markets with at least 100 entrants (at least

10 in each decile). Hence, for each market we have three observations (six-month equivalent) before

the policy change and three observations after. Additionally, we only consider markets that have

12In the online appendix we also explore the entrants’ sales, size and survival rates to which our model does not
speak.
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Figure 6: Example of a Comparison of Two Distributions

Figure 7: Change in EPP for Entrants in Different Quality Deciles

Notes: The left figure shows average within-subcategory changes in EPP. The right figure shows across-
subcategory changes in EPP as a function of policy exposure. Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

entry in all of the six two-month periods, leaving us with 228 out of the 400 eBay subcategories.13

Figure 7 plots point estimates of the changes in EPP for each decile of the entrant cohorts with 95%

confidence intervals, with “10” being the highest decile of EPP and “1” being the lowest decile.

The left panel shows that the distribution of entrant quality obtains fatter tails within each

market. For each quality decile of a market, we estimate how the policy has changed the EPP

of entrants in an event-study manner (i.e., regressing EPP on a constant, policy dummy, and

linear bi-monthly trend). For each quality decile, we plot points calculated by averaging these

estimates across markets. Confidence intervals are constructed based on the standard errors of

13Performing the analysis on all subcategories preserves the monotonically increasing estimates as a function of
quality deciles that we find, but the results are not significant. This is likely due to the noise induced by having too
few entrants in the deciles of some markets.
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Figure 8: Change in EPP for Sellers who Exit in Different Quality Deciles

Notes: The left figure shows average within-subcategory change in EPP. The right figure shows across-
subcategory change in EPP as a function of policy exposure. Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

these estimates. In the right panel, we test whether the distribution of entrant quality obtains fatter

tails across markets. For each quality decile of a market, we perform the DiD estimation across

markets, and the plotted points are the estimated γ in specification 1 with their 95% confidence

intervals. In both figures, the top-two decile point estimates are positive and statistically significant,

as predicted. Though the other estimates are not statistically different from zero, we do observe

an overall increasing relationship that is consistent with our model’s fatter-tail predictions.14 This

in turn implies that sellers in the middle of the quality distribution enter less frequently.15

Finally, we study the natural complement to entry, which are changes in the quality distribution

of sellers who exit. Figure 8 shows the regression results for each decile of sellers who exit, with

the left panel plotting within-subcategory changes and the right panel plotting across-subcategory

changes, similar to Figure 7. A positive coefficient for decile 1 in the left figure means that the

average quality of the lowest decile has increased, and in the right figure means that the average

quality of the lowest decile has increased more in more exposed markets, both implying a thinner

tail on the left of the distribution in absolute and relative senses. In this figure, we see that the

estimates generally decrease as the quality decile increases, which is the opposite trend of what we

have seen in Figure 7. In the right figure, we rely on the DiD specification to control for common

14Note that the estimates from the event study approach are an order of magnitude smaller than the ones from
the DiD approach, probably because the DiD approach can better control for common time trends across markets.

15We repeated the analyses by dividing entrants into three bins and five bins with qualitatively similar results.
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Figure 9: Change in EPP of Incumbents and Entrants

time trend across categories. Positive coefficients for bottom deciles and negative coefficients for

top deciles imply thinners tail on the left and right of the distribution for the quality of sellers who

exit. Although we do not explicitly model exit, this result is the mirror image of the result that

the policy change improves incumbents’ outcomes at the tails, thereby reducing their incentive to

exit and offering further evidence consistent with the predictions of our model.

6.3 Incumbent Behavior: Some Higher Effort

Figure 9 plots the average EPP of incumbents and entrants in the six months before and after

the policy change. Incumbents are defined as sellers who listed at least one item both before and

after the change. Incumbents’ EPPs are computed using transactions in a given month to capture

potential changes in behavior from month to month. Entrants in a month are those who have their

first listing in that month, and their EPPs are calculated using the transactions in the year after

their first listing. There is an increase in entrants’ EPP after the policy change, consistent with

our previous results in Table 1 and there is also a break in trend for the incumbents’ EPP, though

we need to be cautious in interpreting this because it may be due to seasonality.

To deal with this concern, we perform the DiD regression on incumbents in Table 2. In Panel A,

we see that although the policy change seems to increase incumbents’ EPP in markets with higher

exposure to the policy, the changes are not statistically significant at the 10% level. This exercise

shows that EPP of incumbents did not increase significantly after the policy change, although a

positive estimate may suggest that some incumbents do increase their quality.
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Table 2: Policy Impact on Quality of Incumbents

(1) (2) (3)
Panel A. EPP from Incumbents

+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12
Estimate 0.023 0.019 -0.012

(0.015) (0.012) (0.013)
R2 0.899 0.869 0.860

Panel B. Sellers who Entered n Months before the Policy
n = 3 n = 6

Estimate -0.042 -0.058
(0.027) (0.050)

R2 0.463 0.409

Notes: The regressions are at the subcategory-month levels. An incumbent is
defined as a seller who has listed at least one item before and one item after the
policy change in the specified time windows.

*** indicates significance at p ≤ 0.01; ** p ≤ 0.05; * p ≤ 0.10.

Next, we repeat the DiD analyses for sellers who entered not too early before the policy change.

These sellers are likely more similar to those that entered right after the policy change because of

their proximity in entry date. In Panel B of Table 2, we show how EPP changes for sellers that

entered either three months or six months before the policy change. The insignificant estimates

show that there are little changes in behavior for these two groups of sellers, again suggesting that

a significant share of the changes in EPP from entrants is likely to come from improved selection.

Our third empirical prediction stated that Incumbents who would lose their badge but retain

it later must increase their quality. We divide incumbents into four collectively exhaustive groups

based on their certification status before and after the policy change. One consists of sellers who

were badged both before and after the policy change, labeled group BB. Another consists of sellers

who were badged before but lost their badge after, labeled BN . We similarly label groups NB

and NN .16 We consider a seller to be badged before the policy change if she was badged for at

least five out of six months before the change.17 The seller’s badge status afterwards depends on

whether she meets the new policy requirements by the end of the day before the policy change. In

other words, a seller’s badge status before the policy is based on the actual measure and her status

after is based on simulation. The largest group is the NN group with over 50% of sellers, while

the NB group is the smallest at 4%.

16The existence of a small group of sellers who were badged only after the policy change is due to sellers not being
badged instantaneously upon meeting the requirements, but instead being certified once every month.

17We considered thresholds for each group of three and four months out of six, yielding qualitatively similar results.
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We perform the DiD analyses on the four groups of incumbents in Table 3. In Panels A–D,

wee see that there is no statistically significant change in incumbents’ quality when we look at the

sample period from three months before and after the policy change.18 Using six months before

and after the policy change, the only group that experiences a significant increase in EPP in more

affected markets is group BN. This result is consistent with our model?s prediction (last paragraph

of Section 3, point (iii)): some sellers who lost their badge due to the new policy will increase their

quality to meet the new badge requirements.

To analyze this further, distinguish between BN incumbents based on whether they regain their

badge within the three months after the policy change. We see in Panel E that, a BN incumbent

who regained her badge in the near future increases her quality in the three and six months after

the policy change. On the other hand, a BN incumbent who remained unbadged in the near future

does not increase their quality in neither the three months or six months before the policy change.

This is an even finer test that is consistent with our model’s prediction, showing that some of the

quality improvement is due to more effort exerted by some incumbent sellers. The fact that the

change in incumbents’ behavior is attributed only to a small number of BN incumbents once again

suggests that a significant fraction of the increase in quality by entrants at the tails of the quality

distribution is likely due to selection rather than to behavioral changes.

6.4 Prices: Increases and Badge Premiums

The second prediction of our model is that prices will be higher for both badged and unbadged

sellers and the fourth prediction establishes that the increase in average prices for badged sellers

is higher in more affected markets (last paragraph of Section 3). A challenge in comparing prices

on eBay is that products vary wildly because sellers sell many different items that can be new or

used, with potentially high variation in the quality of items with the same title.

To establish an “apples-to-apples” comparison of prices, we follow the literature that studies

price changes on eBay (e.g., Elfenbein et al. (2012), Einav et al. (2015) and Hui et al. (2016)), by

taking advantage of product ID’s in our data to construct an average price for each product that was

listed as a new, fixed-price item that was sold. Product ID’s are eBay’s finest-grain catalogue that

is only defined for homogeneous products, thereby excluding heterogeneous products to construct a

dataset at the Product ID–month level. For each individual item sold we define its “relative price”

18In the NN group, we only look at incumbents who have sold at least 6 items in the 6 months before the policy
change to get rid of occasional sellers.
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Table 3: Policy Impact on Different Incumbent Groups

Panel A. BB Incumbents
+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12

Estimate 0.067 0.048 0.107***
(0.047) (0.039) (0.041)

R2 0.661 0.534 0.509

Panel B. BN Incumbents
+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12

Estimate -0.018 0.043** 0.086***
(0.028) (0.020) (0.023)

R2 0.820 0.779 0.753

Panel C. NB Incumbents
+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12

Estimate -0.064 0.014 -0.001
(0.059) (0.041) (0.044)

R2 0.494 0.473 0.474

Panel D. NN Incumbents
+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12

Estimate -0.012 0.007 0.051
(0.038) (0.028) (0.031)

R2 0.692 0.648 0.624

Panel E. BN Incumbents who Regain Badge in 3 Months
+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12

Estimate 0.084** 0.121*** 0.134***
(0.041) (0.032) (0.035)

R2 0.705 0.610 0.590

Panel F. BN Incumbents who Remain Unbadged in 3 Months
+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12

Estimate -0.044 0.005 0.051**
(0.029) (0.022) (0.024)

R2 0.783 0.740 0.720

Notes: Regressions at the subcategory-month level. Badge status is simu-
lated by applying the new policy requirements to incumbent sellers defined
as sellers who list at least one item both before and after the policy change.

*** indicates significance at p ≤ 0.01; ** p ≤ 0.05; * p ≤ 0.10.

as the item’s price divided by the average price of the product.

Columns 1 and 2 of table 4 show the changes in the relative prices for different groups of sellers

using transactions from one and three months before and after the policy change, where NN is the

excluded group. The positive coefficient on Policy, which is significant for the +/−3 month window,
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Table 4: Changes in Relative Prices: Event Study

(1) (2)
+/−1 Month +/−3 Months

Policy 0.005 0.027***
(0.004) (0.008)

BB*Policy 0.017*** 0.027*** 3
(0.003) (0.002)

BN*Policy -0.009*** -0.033***
(0.002) (0.002)

NB*Policy -0.005 0.059***
(0.011) (0.008)

Week FE X X

R2 0.006 0.004

Notes:B (or N) indicates that the seller is badged (or not
badged). The first (second) letter refers to the seller’s sta-
tus before (after) the policy change.

***significance at p ≤ 0.01; ** p ≤ 0.05; * p ≤ 0.1.

Table 5: Policy Impact on Price in Different Categories

Dependent Variable: Relative Price
(1) (2) (3)

+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12
Estimate 0.063*** 0.094*** 0.295***

(0.006) (0.005) (0.009)
R2 0.445 0.394 0.514

Notes: The regressions are at the Product ID-month levels.
*** indicates significance at p ≤ 0.01; ** p ≤ 0.05; * p ≤ 0.10.

shows that overall relative prices increased for unbadged NN sellers. Sellers who lose their badge

(BN) experience a slight decrease in prices while badged sellers (both BB and NB) experience a

larger increase in prices than unbadged sellers. Table 5 shows the DiD estimates across product

IDs. The positive coefficients mean that the average prices are higher in more exposed categories,

which is consistent with our fourth prediction.

7 Endogeneity and Robustness

This section offers some support for our identification assumptions as well as analyses that show

the robustness of our results to changes in specifications. Recall that a critical assumption we make

for identification is that there are no time-varying heterogeneities across subcategories that simul-

taneously affect both changes in share of badged sellers and changes in entry variables. Like with
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any exclusion restriction, we cannot directly test this assumption. Instead, we present suggestive

evidence that the identification assumption is sensible by running two placebo tests as well as a

robustness check for the identification. In addition, we perform an IV estimation to account for

cases where the actual policy change and the simulated change differ.

We also perform several analyses to ensure that our empirical results are robust to different

specifications, including different time windows used in the definition of EPP, repeating our DiD

analyses using an event-study approach instead of using a simulation, and an IV estimation to

account for cases where the actual changes in the share of badged sellers is different from the

simulated ones. In the online appendix, we also report results using different window-lengths for

the first-stage event-study approach, as well as using a normalized rank-preserving measure of βc

in the first stage.

7.1 Placebo Tests on the Exclusion Restriction

Consider the following thought experiment. Suppose there exist serially correlated subcategory-

specific confounders that drive our results, and assume that there is some persistency in this

confounding effect over time. This would imply that the estimated change in share of badged

sellers in the year of the policy change, which partially stems from the persistent confounding

effect, should be able to explain differences in entry patterns in the year prior to the policy change.

We perform a placebo test by using the simulated β̂c and running the second-stage regression on

data around September in the previous year. Table 6 reports estimated γ’s for entrant ratio, EPP,

and total sales for entrants in the previous year, none of which are statistically significant. This

implies that the policy change impacted the share of badged sellers in different markets randomly

with respect to different entry variables across markets in the previous year. Hence, the policy

change generated some exogenous variation in share of badged sellers across markets that are not

mere artifacts of heterogeneities across these markets. We also repeat the placebo test in the six

months before the policy change, and the estimates are also not statistically significant.

In a second placebo test we simulate the change in badge requirements at a different date–one

year or six months before the actual policy change–giving us two other sets of β̂. We then repeat

our regressions around that same placebo date. Estimates in Panels B1 and B2 show that there

is no significant changes in outcome variables in these exercises. This result is reassuring because

there was no actual change and there should be no impact along the lines that our model predicts.

In principle, there could still exist serially correlated confounders that are not persistent that
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Table 6: Placebo Test on the Exclusion Restriction Assumption

Panel A1: One Year Before the Policy Change;

β̂ Estimated from the Policy Month
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Entrant Ratio EPP Seller Size Total Sales
Estimate 0.752 -0.005 1.383 8937.404

(2.689) (0.020) (2.871) (22757.260)
R2 0.216 0.718 0.619 0.948

Panel A2: Six Months Before the Policy Change;

β̂ Estimated from the Policy Month
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Entrant Ratio EPP Seller Size Total Sales
Estimate 0.030 0.014 -0.500 -13029.790

(0.031) (0.020) (2.210) (19913.113)
R2 0.813 0.729 0.637 0.955

Panel B1: One Year Before the Policy Change;

β̂ Estimated from One Year Before the Policy Month
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Entrant Ratio EPP Seller Size Total Sales
Estimate 3.317 0.024 -2.925 -2852.384

(2.938) (0.020) (3.198) (25269.507)
R2 0.216 0.765 0.556 0.948

Panel B2: Six Months Before the Policy Change;

β̂ Estimated from Six Months Before the Policy Month
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Entrant Ratio EPP Seller Size Total Sales
Estimate 0.014 0.016 0.029 12912.618

(0.071) (0.023) (2.547) (22675.753)
R2 0.814 0.729 0.637 0.959

Notes: The estimation window used in this table is three months before and after
the focal month. Panels A1 and A2 use the β̂ estimated from the year of the
policy change, and re-perform the second-stage regression using data around both
September in the previous year and March in the policy year. Panels B1 and B2
use the β̂ estimated from the one year and six months before the policy change,
respectively. Other data used in the second-stage is the same as in Panel A’s.

can contaminate our causal interpretation. However, that the estimates in the placebo test are

very noisy is reassuring; for example, the standard error for change in entrant ratio using data from

three months before and after is more than four times larger than the point estimate.
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Table 7: Adding More Controls in DiD Estimation

Entrant Ratio EPP
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12 +/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12

Estimate 0.135*** 0.089*** -0.110*** 0.070*** 0.035** 0.085***
(0.022) (0.017) (0.034) (0.020) (0.015) (0.026)

DSR1 0.059 0.019 0.054 0.145 -0.104*** -0.285***
(0.067) (0.042) (0.057) (0.090) (0.040) (0.057)

DSR2 -0.193*** 0.033 -0.003 -0.141 0.155*** 0.097
(0.068) (0.048) (0.087) (0.087) (0.038) (0.072)

DSR3 0.233*** -0.107*** 0.054 0.147*** -0.054 0.048
(0.052) (0.030) (0.073) (0.054) (0.036) (0.057)

DSR4 0.110* 0.099*** -0.078 -0.202*** 0.063* -0.055
(0.057) (0.035) (0.060) (0.057) (0.035) (0.050)

%badged -0.036** 0.000 -0.262*** -0.020 -0.003 -0.030
(0.015) (0.010) (0.021) (0.013) (0.009) (0.019)

Price 5E-06 7E-06*** -8E-07 3E-04*** 4E-04*** -3E-04***
(5E-06) (2E-06) (1E-06) (1E-04) (6E-05) (6E-05)

Quantity -2E-07 -3E-08 -5E-07*** 2E-08 3E-08 -4E-08
(1E-07) (4E-08) (1E-07) (1E-07) (4E-08) (5E-08)

# Seller 4E-06*** 3E-06*** -1E-06 -1E-06* -4E-07 -2E-07
(8E-07) (3E-07) (1E-06) (7E-07) (3E-07) (5E-07)

# Buyer 4E-07 9E-08 9E-07*** 4E-08 -5E-08 1E-07
(3E-07) (8E-08) (3E-07) (2E-07) (8E-08) (1E-07)

EPP -0.010 0.027 0.286*** 0.112** 0.066** 0.170***
(0.060) (0.034) (0.068) (0.055) (0.031) (0.047)

% Claim 0.490 0.791*** -0.023 -1.666*** -0.338 1.715***
(0.462) (0.256) (0.452) (0.445) (0.249) (0.281)

% BBE 0.394 -0.587 0.252 1.647*** 0.402 -1.613***
(0.388) (0.249) (0.429) (0.433) (0.253) (0.263)

R2 0.918 0.896 0.697 0.778 0.725 0.778

Notes: DSR1-4 are Detailed Seller Ratings for item as described, communication, shipping speed, and shipping charge,
on a five-point scale. %badged is no. of transaction sold by badged sellers divided by total no. of transactions. Price
is the average sales price of items in a market. Quantity is the total no. of items that are sold in a market. # Seller
is the total no. of sellers in a market. # Buyer is the total no. of buyers in a market. % Claim is the no. of disputes
filed by buyers divided by total number of transactions. % BBE is the no. of bad buyer experience (non-postive
feedback, one or two star DSRs, buyer dispute) divided by total no. of transactions.

7.2 Controlling for Time-Varying Market Characteristics

Despite controlling for market fixed effects, identification problems arise if there are time-varying

market characteristics that simultaneously correlate with estimated policy exposure and entry. Our

placebo tests can detect these time-varying factors only when they are serially correlated. A way

to address some time-varying market characteristics that are non-serially correlated is to rerun our
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Table 8: Event-Study Approach as First Stage

Panel A. Entrant Ratio
(1) (2) (3)

+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12
Estimate 0.299*** 0.204*** 0.047

(0.041) (0.027) (0.051)
R2 0.913 0.889 0.691

Panel B. EPP Conditional on Survival in the Second Year
+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months Month 7 to 12

Estimate 0.102*** 0.066*** 0.062**
(0.034) (0.023) (0.026)

R2 0.758 0.717 0.690

Notes: The regressions are at the subcategory-month levels.
*** indicates significance at p = 0.01; ** p = 0.05; * p = 0.10.

second stage regressions controlling for many time-varying variables that might impact entry or

entrant quality and at the same time be correlated with our measure of policy exposure. To this

account, we control for per category averages of the following variables: detailed sellers ratings,

share of disputes from buyers, percentage of reported defective items, and average incumbent EPP.

We add other market characteristic controls in the DiD regression as shown in Table 7. The result

are not that different from our baseline model and in fact, the effect of the policy is even stronger.

7.3 Event-Study Approach as First Stage

In this section, we repeat the difference-in-difference analyses using a different first-stage estimation

method. Instead of simulating the change in the share of badged sellers across different subcate-

gories, we estimate the change in the share of badged sellers in different subcategories using the

following event study approach:

Share Badgedct = βcPolicy + ηc + αct+ εct, (2)

where Share Badgedct is the share of badged sellers in subcategory c in month t; Policy is a

dummy variable which equals 1 after the policy change; ηc are subcategory fixed effects; αc is a

subcategory-specific linear time trend; and εct are error terms. In the appendix, we report full

results for the case where we use data from six months before and six months after the policy
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Table 9: Instrumental Variable Estimation

Panel A. First-Stage Estimation
Dependet Var: Actual Change in β

3 Months 6 Months Month 7 to 12
Intercept 0.017 0.008*** 2.4E-4

(0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Simulated Change 0.346*** 0.496*** 0.531***

(0.007) (0.004) (0.005)

R2 0.490 0.745 0.724
F-Stat 2294 13929 12919

Panel B. Entrant Ratio
3 Months 6 Months Month 7 to 12

Estimate 0.295*** 0.215*** 0.044
(0.042) (0.027) (0.028)

R2 0.912 0.890 0.685

Notes: We use simulated change in share of badged sellers in a category as the instrument for
the actual change in share of badged seller, which is estimated from the event-study approach.

*** indicates significance at p ≤ 0.01; ** p ≤ 0.05; * p ≤ 0.10.

change to estimate the first stage policy exposure.19

The first stage estimates of changes in the share of badged sellers are reported in the online

appendix and correlation between these estimates and those obtained by the simulation approach is

0.863, hence leading to very similar results. Indeed, Table 8 reports the DiD estimation on average

changes in our variables of interest, analogous to Table 1 in the paper. We see consistent results

that average entry rate and EPP increase in markets with higher policy exposure.

7.4 Instrumental Variable Estimation

In this section, we take an instrumental variable approach that combines the simulation approach

in the main analyses and the event-study approach. In particular, we use the actual change in share

of badged sellers from the event study approach in the second stage as the policy exposure, but use

the simulated change in share of badged sellers as an instrument. This accounts for cases where the

actual change and the simulated change in share of badged sellers are different. If markets differ

19We replicated our results on the average change in entry rate and entry quality using (i) estimates of the first
stage +/− 3-months around the policy change; (ii) estimates of the first stage +/− 3-months around the policy
change; (iii) the number of badged sellers as the dependent variable in the first stage estimation; (iv) the percentage
drop in average share of badged seller in different markets directly computed using data from one week before and
one week after the policy change; and (v) the number of entrants as the dependent variable in the second stage
estimation (instead of using entrant ratio).
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Table 10: New versus Lateral Entry - Entrant Ratio and Share Badged

Entrant Ratio Share Badged
1 Mo. Before 1 Mo. After 1 Mo. Before 1 Mo. After

New Entrants 0.045 0.044 0% 0%
Lateral Entrants 0.295 0.303 11% 4%

in other dimensions like how easy it is for sellers who lose their badges to quickly regain them,

we would expect the impact on entry to be smaller in a market where the predicted reduction in

badged sellers did not actually occur. The estimation results are reported in Table 9. In Panel A,

we report regression results for the first stage in the IV estimation. We see that actual changes and

simulated changes in share of badged sellers are highly correlated, as expected. Another observation

is that the F-statistics in the first stage are very large, suggesting that the IV is not weak. Moving

to the second stage, estimated changes in entrant ratio and EPP in Panels B and C are very similar

to the estimates in Table 8. Lastly, the policy effect on average entrants’ size and their size in

the following year are reported in Panels D and E, and they are also similar to the corresponding

estimates in Table 8.

7.5 Lateral versus New Entrants

As mentioned briefly earlier, entrants can either be new sellers on eBay or existing sellers laterally

moving into new markets they have not operated in before. We find that among entrants into new

markets, about 13% are new sellers to eBay and 87% are existing sellers entering a new market.

Table 10 shows some summary statistics for these two groups. The first two columns show the

entrant ratio, the number of entrants divided by the number of incumbents in each subcategory,

which does not change after the policy change. The entrant ratio is around 0.04 for new sellers

and 0.3 for the existing sellers. The next two columns, shows the share of entrants of each group

that had a badge prior to entering the new categories. By the rules of eBay, no new entrant to the

system can be badged upon entry, this is shown by the 0% in the first row. On the other hand,

when we look at existing sellers, prior to the policy change 11% of them had a badge and after the

policy change only 4% of them did. This drop echoes the same drop in share of badged sellers for

the average seller as depicted in figure 2.

Through the lens of our theoretical model, these two kinds of entrants likely differ in their entry

cost: the cost of entering eBay is higher than the cost of entering a new market for existing eBay

sellers. The former requires sellers to understand the marketplace, its rules and regulations, and
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Table 11: New versus Lateral Entry - Policy Change Impact

New Sellers Lateral Entrant
Panel A. Entrant Ratio

(1) (2) (3) (4)
+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months +/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months

Estimate 0.033*** 0.019*** 0.124*** 0.066***
(0.006) (0.004) (0.021) (0.016)

R2 0.898 0.886 0.911 0.889

Panel B. EPP
(1) (2) (3) (4)

+/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months +/- 3 Months +/- 6 Months
Estimate 0.077* 0.188*** 0.043*** 0.068***

(0.043) (0.059) (0.014) (0.019)
R2 0.298 0.401 0.717 0.746

*** indicates significance at p ≤ 0.01; ** p ≤ 0.05; * p ≤ 0.10.

also to decide which items to sell. On the other hand, the latter only requires that sellers decide to

expand laterally into new subcategory. Differences in the fixed cost of entry will result in differences

in the entry decision of the firms as a result of the policy change.

We perform our previous DiD analyses for the two kinds separately (see Table 11). The relative

magnitudes of these estimates are consistent with our theory. Namely, if entry costs of starting to

sell on eBay are higher than those of entering a new market for an existing seller, then new sellers

need to have higher quality to compensate for the entry cost relative to the increase in quality

among existing sellers. By the same logic, there should be more entry of the existing sellers relative

to the increase in entry of new sellers.

Finally, we regress the simulated policy exposure on the share of already badged sellers entering

each market. The estimated coefficient is 0.65, and is highly significant. Hence, markets that are

more affected have more entrants that were previously badged. Because certification is based on

past performance, this can be regarded as a selection effect, suggesting that for this policy change,

selection is indeed an important determinant of increased quality (EPP).20

8 Conclusion

We exploit a policy change on eBay that made the criteria to obtain a certification badge more

stringent to explore how certification choices impact market outcomes, and in particular, the dis-

20In the online appendix we plot the analogous decile graphs for the two kinds of entrants separately, showing
qualitatively similar findings for both kinds of entrants.
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tribution of quality. The heterogeneous impact of the policy change across different markets allows

us to analyze the data through the lens of a simple model with rich predictions regarding how such

a policy change will impact the quality distribution of sellers and prices across markets.

The predictions of our theoretical framework are borne out in the data. First, we find that the

distribution of quality provided by entrants has fatter tails after the policy change, and conversely,

exit occurs more among sellers with average levels of quality. Second, we find that most incumbents

do not change the quality of their service except for a small group of incumbents who regain their

badge by increasing their quality. Furthermore, a significantly higher fraction of already badged

sellers enters categories more affected by the policy. This, together with the finding that only a small

number of incumbents increase their quality, suggest that a significant part of the observed changes

in the quality provided by entrants is linked to selection in entry and exit. Finally, restricting

attention to well defined products, we find that aside from the products of sellers who lose their

badge, relative prices go up, and this increase is more pronounced in more affected markets.

Overall, our findings indicate that the availability and precision of past performance information

are important not only for the rate of entry in a market, but also for the quality of entrants, and

hence for how markets evolve in the long run. These results can offer guidance for electronic market

designers, where the use of certification mechanisms in commonplace. According to our findings,

a platform that wants to broaden (or contract) the quality range should increase (or decrease) the

stringency of the certifying badge.

These insights may be useful and applicable for other markets with high levels of asymmetric

information where certification is ubiquitous, from financial markets where credit ratings are used

to obtain the “investment grade” badge, to many final and intermediate goods markets where la-

belling institutions certify various forms of quality, to public procurement markets where regulatory

certification can significantly change the competitive environment and reduce the costs of public

services.
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Figure 10: Robustness: Policy Impact on Entrants, Top and Bottom 10 Percentiles

(a) Policy Impact on Number of Entrants

(b) Policy Impact on EPP

(c) Policy Impact on Sales

Notes: The axis for the average monthly share of badged sellers is on the right, and the axis for the average
monthly normalized number of entrants, EPP, and the average monthly normalized number of transactions
is on the left. The number of entrants in the six months before the policy change are normalized to 100.
The number of transactions in the six months before the policy change are normalized to 100.
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